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QUICK QUOTES 
August 4, 2023         
 
LUCAS GLOVER  ( -10) 
 
 
Q.  Lucas, if you could just kind of take us through how the round went. Another solid 
round puts you right in contention after two days.  
 
LUCAS GLOVER:  Yeah, yeah, played nice, hit a bunch of fairways, hit a lot of greens. I 
think I missed two of each. Putted OK, didn't make a ton but made the ones I guess I'd say I 
was supposed to. Yeah, solid. Seven birdies and a bogey, take that about any day. 
 
Q.  Have you been aware of the scenarios you need for Playoffs as you head into this 
week? 
 
LUCAS GLOVER:  Not really. I'm just trying to, same as every week, try to win. Give it all 
you've got and see where the chips fall. 
 
Q.  Obviously the putter's been a storyline for you this year just kind of finding some 
success there late in the season. Just how much confidence has that, maybe some 
stability with that club given you? 
 
LUCAS GLOVER:  Yeah, no, it's been all the difference in the world. Making all your tap-ins 
is nice. Yeah, just I feel good with it. When my speed's good, I seem to make a lot of putts, 
so it's been really good. 
 
Q.  What's the pressure like this week for a guy like yourself? 
 
LUCAS GLOVER:  None. Same as always. I mean, kind of play great, you get to play next 
week. If you don't, you get to go home for a few weeks. It's a win-win for me.  
 
I played so poorly early in the year, I was gone so much, you know, I hadn't seen much of 
my family. So if I have to go home, that's all right with me. If not, I'd love to play next week. 
Might change Sunday morning, but as of now it's kind of house money for me. 
 
Q.  How would you characterize the way you've putted this week? 
 
LUCAS GLOVER:  OK. Just OK. I didn't read them great yesterday. I think a lot of us that 
have played here a lot are so used to the greens being so, so fast and then with the weather 
we've had, they're not that. So there's a lot of different speeds, different reads that it's hard 
to get out of your head when you're used to them being so fast. 
 
Adjusted a little bit today, made some more, but still didn't make -- still didn't make a bunch. 
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Q.  Does the kind of threshold difference in the Playoffs now gone from 125 to 70, 
there's not as much finality maybe with this event. Like if you don't finish in the 
Playoffs, it's not like you lose your card like you could have previous years, you still 
have the Fall to play. Is that just a different element to this tournament now, even if 
you don't finish top 70, if you get a good result, that helps you with the Fall to lock up 
a card? 
 
LUCAS GLOVER:  Yeah, yeah, it's very contrived to me, the whole thing. I don't even really 
understand it. I think if you finish in the Top-125, I don't know why you don't get to play next 
week. That's my opinion. Been pretty outspoken in that.  
 
I think it's silly that it's only 70. I think it's silly that we're playing 70 in these elevated events. I 
think it's silly. I think it's taken a lot of these last few tournaments of the regular season, a lot 
of that drama and I just think it's silly.  
 


